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A Recipe for Concept Similarity TIM SCHROEDER Abstract: Sometimes your concept and mine have exactly the same content. When this is so, it is comparatively easy for me to understand what you say when you deploy your concept, for us to disagree, agree, and so on. But what if your concept and mine do not have exactly the same content? This question has occupied a number of philosophers, including Paul Churchland, Jerry Fodor, and Ernie Lepore. This paper develops a novel and rigorous measure of concept similarity, Proportion, such that concepts with different contents but sufﬁciently high Proportion scores will also conduce to understanding, agreement, and disagreement.



You and I are both speakers of a common language. So when I say ‘ripe mangoes are sweet’, you understand me. You understand that I have in mind mangoes, speciﬁcally ripe ones, and that I am making a claim about their sweetness. At ﬁrst glance, nothing could appear more obvious. At a second glance, however, things are less clear. Is everything I regard as sweet something you too regard as sweet? If the set of objects I regard as sweet is different from the set you regard as sweet, then perhaps we have somewhat different things in mind when we think of sweetness. Likewise, there is room to doubt that we have the same thing in mind thinking of ripeness. Perhaps you consider fruit to be ripe while still quite ﬁrm, while I do not regard fruit as ripe until its ﬂesh has begun to soften. We might even disagree about where to draw the line between fruits that are varieties of mangoes and varieties that should be classed as distinct fruits. As soon as we begin to doubt that you and I mean the same things by our everyday words, we enter into deep philosophical problems. If you have different objects and properties in mind from those that I do when hearing ‘ripe mangoes are sweet’, then it seems we cannot be thinking about the same things. But if this is true, then you do not understand what I say after all. You can neither agree nor disagree with me, nor can we argue meaningfully. I cannot even say that we think of different fruits as being ripe, since what I mean by ‘fruit’ or ‘ripe’ is something you cannot even think, lacking any concept of it. Fears of this sort of semantic incommensurability have motivated philosophers to take either of two positions. Either the second glance is deceptive, and you and I really do have concepts with the same content, or else the second glance is accurate, but the consequences are not as bad as they seem: you and I have different concepts, yes, but with similar contents, and no more is needed for commensurability.
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Paul Churchland (1998) has a theory of concept similarity on offer, but as I will argue it does not provide the sort of similarity that might answer worries of incommensurability, as it measures similarity in the wrong respect. Jerry Fodor and Ernie Lepore have attacked the project of giving a theory of concept similarity in general, and Churchland’s account in particular (Fodor and Lepore 1992, 1999), but their attack has not made the demand for such a notion go away. What is needed is a theory of concept similarity that focuses on similarity in the respect that enables thinkers to think very similar thought contents, enables them to agree, disagree, not talk past each other, and so on. It would also help if the theory provided a precise measure of concept similarity, rather than a rough gesture. Such a theory follows.



1. The Need for a Theory of Concept Similarity People seem ready to disagree even under optimal (for practical purposes) common knowledge. It seems to be a simple fact that Kristin and I disagree over when bananas are ripe, for example. She holds that bananas are just becoming ripe when there is still a trace of crispness left in the texture of the fruit, whereas I hold that a banana is not ripe until it is rather softer. It likewise seems a simple fact that I disagree with Doug about whether a ﬁxed seat counts as a chair: he holds that a ﬁxed seat of the sort found in a movie theatre is a chair, but I do not, even after we have talked over our differences. And so it goes: it is a fact of life that, while most people agree about paradigmatic cases when judging kind membership, most people can ﬁnd something to disagree over regarding some non-paradigmatic cases. Are fruits a scientiﬁc kind, so that tomatoes and squashes count as fruits? Or are they not, making tomatoes and squashes into vegetables? Is a latte made from soymilk really a latte, or a coffee and soy beverage? Are some sport/utility vehicles really light trucks, or are these classes uniﬁed only for legal purposes? For each of these questions and innumerable others, there is chronic apparent disagreement caused neither by error nor by ignorance, but simply by divergent commitments over how to use terms, stemming from divergence in how people naturally conceptualise things. And for these sorts of concepts, how people naturally conceptualise things under appropriately rich knowledge conditions seems the best evidence that the concept applies. The fact of divergent commitments is an important one. Suppose that you and I disagree over when fruit is ripe, but suppose that we are committed to agreeing, in principle, with one another and with other people who are likewise committed to common agreement. What would this commitment come to? It would amount to something akin to reliance on experts, of the sort described by Tyler Burge (1979). And it would thus be a way of getting a content ﬁxed to my concept, and yours, that we might not both have got into our thoughts in any other way. Just as we can think about the quantum property spin through appropriate experts, so we might be able to think about ripeness through, not so much a commitment to © 2007 The Author Journal compilation © 2007 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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defer to others on ripeness as through a commitment to consensus. If everyone were disposed to judge things to be ripe just in case the statistically average judgement of everyone were that it is ripe, this would be a way of making all our RIPE1-type concepts bear the same content. Commitment to consensus might guarantee sameness of conceptual contents when it exists, but there is no guarantee of such commitment. Whether people are committed to giving up particular judgements of ripeness if it turns out that they are in the minority is not voluntary. One’s commitment to judging that X is F is not a decision one makes, but a state one ﬁnds oneself in. Hoping to ﬁnd that one is committed to consensus, one might ﬁnd instead that knowledge of majority usage has no effect: a barely yellow banana that tastes of nothing is just not ripe, in one’s estimation. (One can decide to use one’s words in a way linked to consensus, but this does nothing to change one’s mind.) Thus, one cannot simply say that anyone who wants to communicate, agree or disagree, and so on can automatically do so. Far more likely, given the somewhat social, somewhat individual, and generally stubborn character of human nature, is that people will be committed to something approaching consensus with selected groups (but not just anyone) about some concepts, while on others they will defer to experts (not, in general, the same experts), and on still others they will dig in their heels and stick to their current judgements however out of step they prove to be. Furthermore, the commitments to consensus in this case, deferral in that, and standing ground on the other are likely to be different from person to person. Thus, although a group of people might share all their concepts, there is good reason to think that they will not. None of these points should be terribly surprising. I am willing to give in to the popular press about what counts as a light truck, I am only willing to change my judgements about chairs if I am out of step with my academic peers (dictionaries and student intuitions be damned), and I am simply ready to put my foot down about what I have in mind when I say that a given mango is ripe, regardless of what else people tell me about how they make judgements of what they call ‘ripeness’. I do not imagine that you are so different in principle, though of course your personal details will differ. This being so, it seems that one should conclude that we have only very modest overlap in many of our concepts with other people worldwide, and limited appearance concept overlap with even our closest peers. From this, plus the standard arguments about what follows from failure of content identity, it would seem that we face a dilemma: either there are terrible problems of shared thought, agreement, disagreement, and so on, or there is some coherent sense in which we have distinct but similar concepts, and get by because of that similarity. One might hope that, in spite of systematic apparent disagreement, even under excellent conditions of mutual knowledge, people really do have concepts such as RIPE, SWEET, LATTE and so on with the same contents, and so the systematic disagreements are really just cases of people making mistakes. A number of theories



1



I follow Fodor’s convention in denoting concepts by writing their names entirely in capitals.
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of mind might conceivably support this conclusion, but I will focus on just one, that developed by Jerry Fodor (Fodor 1987, 1990, 1998). Since Fodor has been the most vocal critic of notions of concept similarity, it seems only fair to give his theory an explicit hearing. Yet given developments in Fodor’s own theory of conceptual content, Fodor appears in need of some notion of concept similarity himself. Begin by recalling that Fodor defends what he calls ‘informational atomism’ (e.g. Fodor 1990, ch. 4). On his view, people have large stocks of primitive concepts (corresponding to most of the entries in our lexicons). Primitive concepts are not built out of other concepts but are psychologically irreducible units: hence the atomism of informational atomism. Also important to the theory is the claim that these primitive concepts have their contents in virtue of the informational/ nomic relations they have to things in the world: hence the informational character of informational atomism. On Fodor’s theory, it is because my concept RIPE is lawfully connected to instances of the property ripeness that tokenings of RIPE mean ripeness. Or, equivalently: it is because my concept ‘resonates’ to ripeness that its content is ripeness. With its stock of primitive concepts, the mind builds up complex concepts and complete thoughts, the contents of which are built compositionally out of the contents of the primitive concepts making them up, plus the way in which these primitive concepts are joined together. This is Fodor’s basic picture. So far, it would seem that Fodor has no need of any notion of content similarity. If your RIPE* resonates to the same property, ripeness, that my RIPE does, then we can share thoughts about ripeness, and so on for every concept we might have in common. And since there is no special reason to doubt that you will resonate to many of the same properties I will, this possibility of sharing thoughts is not idle fantasy but a straightforward answer to the threat of semantic incommensurability. You and I probably both resonate to ripeness, mangohood, and sweetness, and so share the concepts necessary to understand ‘ripe mangoes are sweet’. If we quibble over what counts as a ripe mango from time to time, that only shows that at least one of us is confused or mistaken, and who would have doubted that people get confused and make mistakes? The basic picture has recently become more complicated, however. Fodor has introduced the idea that most of our everyday concepts (concepts of things other than natural kinds, roughly) are ‘appearance concepts’ (Fodor, 1998, pp. 134-43).2



2



Fodor (1998) also introduces the idea that token concepts should be individuated both by content and by something like the functional role played by the concept, thus allowing for differences between the concepts HESPERUS and PHOSPHORUS, for example. This creates problems in holding that two individuals share the same concepts, as Aydede (1998) points out, since functional role is likely to have no non-holistic characterization, and so no characterization that will show that many individuals have concepts with the same sort of functional role. But the issue I want to raise is not merely that individuals cannot share concepts, but that they will generally have trouble communicating, agreeing, and disagreeing if Fodor is right—that is, I will be arguing that people will not generally share conceptual (Millian) contents. © 2007 The Author Journal compilation © 2007 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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That is, the properties represented by most of our everyday concepts, such as ripeness, are nothing more than tendencies to strike human beings in certain ways. Ripe objects have various stereotypical (i.e. statistically common) observable features, and it is a fact about human beings that we generalise from these features in certain ways.3 Ripeness, on Fodor’s view, is thus a very tenuous sort of property, as he is the ﬁrst to admit. It is not the sort of thing that is capable of prodding and guiding our neurons so that they come to lock onto it as opposed to slightly different properties, not the sort of thing Ruth Millikan (e.g. Millikan, 2000) takes ‘real kinds’ to be. It is the sort of property that might be called ‘anthropocentric’, since it is the sort of property that would be of interest only to human beings: no Venusian scientist would be interested in determining whether or not a piece of fruit ﬁts the human concept RIPE. Within informational atomism, sameness of content requires resonating to the same property. If ripeness is an appearance property, then ripeness is not the sort of thing that can robustly shape your and my neural dispositions so that we will both come to resonate to it. Rather, it will just have to happen that our neurons shape themselves so that they both stumble, as it were, upon exactly the same resonance relation. Although it is obvious from experience that people tend, in general, to hit upon very similar resonance relations for properties like ripeness, it is most improbable that we all hit upon exactly the same resonance relation, since there are innumerably many candidate appearance properties we might hit on, none ontologically privileged as the property we might lock onto. The brain is made up of billions of neurons, and the resonance relations into which any cognitively interesting neural structure might fall will depend, at the very least, on thousands of other neurons making up other neural structures. No two human brains are ‘wired up’ in just the same way, even in identical twins, and experience is constantly changing the connections between neurons. Hence, the lawful resonance relations into which one brain falls are unlikely to be just like the resonance relations into which another brain falls, unless guided by some robust structuring pattern in the world or some innately programmed tendency to seek out that exact resonance relationship. The claim that properties like ripeness are response-dependent properties entails that they are not a robust pattern in the world more capable of shaping neural connections than other, related patterns, and there is no reason to think that we are innately programmed to ﬁnd exactly the same things ripe. So it seems that we should expect substantial differences in the contents of our everyday concepts, if informational atomism is correct. My concept of what I call ‘ripeness’ should have rather different content from your concept of what you call ‘ripeness’. And indeed, this is exactly the pattern that I was just characterizing earlier in this section. 3



Although Fodor makes no pronouncements about ripeness as such, I assume that it is an example of an appearance property. There might be biologically signiﬁcant properties in the neighborhood of ripeness, worthy of the name ‘natural kind’, but I doubt that our actual concept of ripeness is a concept of such a property.
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In short, rather than dampen worries about systematic small differences in conceptual content, Fodor’s theory offers one explanation of where such differences might come from, heightening the worry.



2. Churchland on Concept Similarity Paul Churchland has recently advanced a theory of concept similarity based on neural network models of perception and cognition (Churchland, 1998). In neural networks, objects presented to the network cause the activation of layers of nodes (schematic neurons) of three sorts: input nodes, output nodes, and intermediate nodes. Input node activation is the effect that the object has on the network’s sensory transducers, and the activation of output nodes is the network’s overt categorisation of the object. Churchland suggests that activation patterns of the intermediate layer of nodes4 is where one will ﬁnd the way the network conceptualises the objects presented to it. There is an obvious problem with Churchland’s suggestion, however. Because of the way neural networks learn, these intermediate activation patterns will be different for almost every object, will differ across different individuals, often radically, and will differ within individuals across times. This might seem to make intermediate activation patterns unpromising candidates for a source of concept similarity. Churchland is well aware of the problem. In response, following Aarre Laakso and Gary Cottrell,5 he points out that even with all of this variation in the activation patterns caused by individual objects, neural networks show a strong tendency to converge on the differences between the activation patterns created by different objects (Churchland, 1998). To put it another way: while everyone responds differently, the relations between my responses tend to be like the relations between your responses. If we think of these patterns of activation as deﬁning points in a phase space, then it turns out that the points activated by similar objects will tend to cluster together in relative location in phase space, regardless of the exact activation patterns each object evokes. Different types of objects will tend to appear as different clusters of points, and although the actual activation patterns (and so the absolute locations of the points in phase space) will tend to be different between individuals and within individuals over time, the overall pattern of the distribution of the clusters in phase space will tend to be similar. In Churchland’s framework, similarity of concepts is measured by measuring distances in phase space. Take any two concepts, one in your head and one in mine. Look at the location of my concept in phase space, relative to that of other surrounding concepts. (We can look at the location of a single concept as being the ‘centre of mass’ point of all of the individual points that instances of the concept



4 5



The ﬁnal intermediate layer if there is more than one (Churchland, 1998, p. 25). See Laakso and Cottrell, 2000. © 2007 The Author Journal compilation © 2007 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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activate in me.) Compare those distances to the distances between your concept and its surrounding concepts. The more similar the pattern of distances, the more similar our concepts are. In general, for concepts A, B, C… located in a phase space belonging to one individual and (related) concepts A*, B*, C*… belonging to another individual, the similarity of A to A* is given by: 1 – Average ([|AB – A*B*|/ (AB + A*B*)], [|AC – A*C*|/ (AC + A*C*)], …).6 Churchland’s proposal is nicely precise, but it cannot do the work it is called upon to do.7 The basic worry that motivates accounts of concept similarity is that, if your concepts and mine do not have the same contents, then we cannot think of the same individuals, properties, or relations, and so cannot think the same thoughts, agree or disagree, and so on. But what Churchland proposes to measure is not the extent to which you and I are thinking about the same things; he proposes to measure the extent to which you and I think about things in the same way. Consider my concept of quantum spin, and that of my friend Nathaniel. Nathaniel is a physicist, and his concept SPIN is that of an expert. My concept SPIN is not: I have the concept in virtue of my deferral to experts. As a result, the connectionist network that surrounds Nathaniel’s concept SPIN looks very different from mine. His network includes many points—a dozen? I don’t know, not being an expert—that relate the concept to other concepts I do not have, and his clustering of these concepts into related groupings is quite different from mine. His mind organises this concept together with other concepts that I have, but I do not even know which, much less do I share these same groupings. How is quantum spin related to speed, for instance? Does quantum spin have a speed of spin? I don’t know, but Nathaniel does. So we may reasonably expect his concept SPIN to be grouped with his concept SPEED in a way that differs (putting them closer together or further apart) from the grouping of the corresponding concepts in me. And so on, for various related concepts. As a result of all of this, Churchland’s measure of concept similarity will ﬁnd that my concept SPIN and Nathaniel’s are quite different. This is the wrong result, however. My concept and Nathaniel’s ought to be counted the same or quite similar, because I can understand what Nathaniel means when he informs me that quantum spin is related to angular momentum, because I can agree or disagree with him about the spin of electrons, and because I can learn about the very subject on which he can lecture. The problem is not restricted to differences in concepts between novices and experts. Consider the way in which you and I might think about novels. I think of Lolita as a novel written by Nabokov. Other than that, I know very little about it, but I have read other novels by Nabokov, and so Lolita is connected in my semantic network to these other novels, and to bits of gossip I know about



6 7



Churchland, 1998, p. 12; see also Churchland, 1998, fn. 6. For a very different sort of criticism of Churchland, see Garzon, 2000. There are also points of contact between this section and Fodor and Lepore, 1999.
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Nabokov. You might have a very different way of thinking about Lolita. Perhaps you only know the novel as ‘the one that the movie of the same name was based on’, but, having seen one of the ﬁlm adaptations, you know the plot of the movie well and thus have a number of apt guesses as to the plot of the book. In this case, your concept LOLITA will be embedded in a very different semantic network from mine. You will, perhaps, group Lolita with other books made into ﬁlms: Emma and Fever Pitch, perhaps, while I will group Lolita with other books by Nabokov: Pale Fire and Pnin and so on. The ‘centre of mass’ for our respective concepts will thus be quite different, as will the distances to other concepts in our conceptual phase spaces. Just as in the case of Nathaniel’s concept SPIN and mine, however, it seems clear that you and I share the same, or very similar, concepts in the relevant sense, since it is easy for you to tell me about the plot and easy for me to tell you about part of its literary context without fear of talking past one another. I am inclined to say that what seems so challenging is an adequate measure of content similarity, while what Churchland has offered is a measure of similarity in something like mode of presentation. One could instead say that Churchland has offered a measure of content similarity, but that what is needed is a measure of shared reference. Exactly how we phrase the dispute will depend upon our preferred theory of language (and our interpretation of phase space semantics), but this is a matter of no interest for present purposes. What is important is the fact that Churchland has failed to deﬁne a measure for a key feature of concepts that needs to be preserved, by and large, if understanding, agreement, disagreement, and the like are to take place. Of course, there are contexts in which the entity Churchland measures is very important: whether someone else will laugh at your joke, will grasp an allusion, or even whether someone else will follow your informal reasoning depends very much upon whether or not that person’s conception of what you are talking about is sufﬁciently similar to your own. But when it comes to the question of whether or not you can think (more or less) what I am thinking, and so can agree or disagree with me, what is truly important is not how I think but what I am thinking about.



3. Measuring Concept Similarity Churchland’s effort can be bettered. For purposes of determining whether agreement, disagreement and the like are possible, what is important is not that we think of things in (roughly) the same way, but that we think of (roughly) the same things. A useful measure of concept similarity will not measure similarities in inner conceptual structure, but similarities in the way actual and possible objects are classiﬁed by concepts. To a ﬁrst approximation, this means similarities in extension. Begin with a ﬁrst attempt at a measure. To make things precise, two deﬁnitions are in order. © 2007 The Author Journal compilation © 2007 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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T. Schroeder C Ç C*w: For two token concepts C and C*, let the intersection of their extensions in world w be C Ç C*w. C È C*w: For two token concepts C and C*, let the union of their extensions in world w be C È C*w.



Since the number of objects in the extension of my concept RIPE is ﬁnite, and likewise for your concept RIPE*, it is simple to measure the similarity of our concepts in at least one way: simply divide the size of their intersection by the size of their union. Call this the Simple Similarity Measure, or SSM. SSM: The similarity of actual-world concepts C and C* is a value between 0 and 1, given by Cardinality(C Ç C*)actual/Cardinality(C È C*)actual If you and I were both to consider only ﬁfty objects to be ripe, and I were to agree with you about forty of them but disagree about ten, then we would agree on forty out of the sixty objects considered ripe by either of us, and our concepts would be 0.67 similar for purposes of determining the commensurability of our thoughts. This seems a rather low ﬁgure for it to be said that we understand one another on the subject of what we both call ‘ripeness’. An SSM of, say, 0.95 or higher would seem to be required for us to be said to have sufﬁciently similar concepts that we ‘essentially’ understand one another, that we ‘fundamentally’ agree or disagree, that our disputes are not ‘merely verbal’, and so on. But where exactly to set such a threshold (if vagueness does not prevent the setting of a precise threshold) is of no particular import here, since the question at hand is not what degree of concept similarity is required for understanding, but rather what way of measuring concept similarity considers the right features so that high concept similarity would make it true that we can think (essentially) the same thought contents and therefore agree, disagree, and so on. The SSM focuses on overlap in extension as the feature that conduces to genuine mutual understanding, and the possibility of disagreement. Should it? Yes: the way you think of what you call ‘novels’ might be very different from the way in which I think of things I call by the same name, but if we agree on 99% of all cases of novelhood (disagreeing, perhaps, over the short novella) then we understand one another well enough when we talk to each other about novels (other than short novellas). Of course, focusing exclusively upon shared extension will miss certain sorts of similarity in concepts: your concept AUNT and my concept UNCLE might have an SSM of 0 and yet there is obviously some sense in which the concepts are similar. But imagine we use the same word for our respective concepts: you say ‘aunt’ to express your concept AUNT, but I use it to express my concept UNCLE. If I say ‘I saw an aunt of mine yesterday’, then you have not understood me at all, similar (in a sense) though your concept AUNT is to my concept UNCLE; and if we argue over the truth of the sentence ‘Bill is Betty’s uncle’ it is not because we genuinely disagree, not even approximately. What is important for © 2007 The Author Journal compilation © 2007 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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commensurability is lacking in this case, though the concepts are similar, exactly because their extensions are disjoint, and until we discover this fact we will not ‘essentially’ understand one another, but talk past one another. Approximate commensurability is seen only when extensions are very largely the same. Although the number of actual objects falling under my concept RIPE is ﬁnite, there are at least countably many possible objects falling under it, so we need to be a little more sophisticated than the SSM suggests. It might well be that the accidental facts about our world hide a very substantial disagreement in our concepts. Perhaps my concept RIPE would exclude from its extension fruits that were genetically modiﬁed to be sweet while never softening or changing color, while your concept RIPE* would include such fruits, if only there were any. Measuring our agreement over actual objects would, in this case, fail to measure this substantive point of disagreement, and so fail to reﬂect the fact that we do not mean quite the same thing by ‘ripe’: that ‘ripe’ designates different properties for each of us. Intuitively, if we want to know that we are thinking the same thoughts, then we want to know that we are thinking about the same properties (or nearly indistinguishable properties), and so should agree on a large proportion of all possible cases (and would, if only errors could be eliminated). The problem is that the most obvious way of thinking about proportions of all possible cases leads to the wrong answers. Suppose our concepts RIPE and RIPE* are, intuitively speaking, similar but not the same. The modal extension of both our concepts will be inﬁnite, and so will both the union and intersection of the modal extensions of our concepts, with the result being that our SSM is equal to inﬁnity divided by inﬁnity. This is not the result we were, intuitively, looking for. To get around such problems, consider not just the world as it actually is but some ﬁnite selection of the ways the world could be. It will help to have a few more deﬁnitions. Mini-ME: the minimal ﬁnite mass/energy unit of the actual world, if there is one, or else a very small mass/energy unit if there is no lower bound on mass/ energy. Maxi-ME: the total mass/energy of the actual world. Mini-D and mini-T: the minimal ﬁnite distance and time by which two miniME’s can be separated, if there is one, or else a very small separation distance and time if there is no lower bound on separation. Maxi-D and maxi-T: the largest ﬁnite distance and time by which two miniME’s can be separated, or else a very large distance and time if there is no upper bound on separation. With these deﬁnitions we can characterize a large but ﬁnite set of possible worlds such that they contain the same mass/energy as the actual world, but in which the distribution of mini-ME units takes every possible combination allowed for with © 2007 The Author Journal compilation © 2007 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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mini-D and mini-T setting the smallest allowed space/time distances between massive/energetic entities, and with no massive/energetic entity separated from all other bodies by more than maxi-D or maxi-T. Call the set of physically possible worlds deﬁned by the above procedure Recombination. Recombination might, in fact, be the set of all physically possible worlds, if the physical world is bounded in these ways, but for all we know it will be merely a subset of the physically possible worlds.8 Even so, Recombination is a very useful set of worlds to consider for present purposes. Recombination includes worlds in which cows have been genetically modiﬁed to yield berry-like objects, it includes worlds with every sort of banana human science can distinguish, it includes worlds in which some televisions are made of organic parts that become soft and sweet over time, and so on: it includes almost every physically possible object that a human brain could distinguish, and so every physically possible object that might have any bearing on distinguishing your concept RIPE* from my concept RIPE. (If Recombination does not include some physically possible object falling under your concept but not mine, or vice versa, then our concepts must be sensitive to differences on a microphysical scale, or on a scale the size of the known universe, which is hardly credible.) At the same time, Recombination is a ﬁnitely large set of ﬁnite-sized physically possible worlds. It will be possible to measure Cardinality (C Ç C*)/Cardinality(C È C*) in it, giving us a more complex similarity measure, CSM: CSM: The similarity of actual-world concepts C and C* is a value between 0 and 1, given by Cardinality(C Ç C*)Recombination/Cardinality(C È C*)Recombination9 There might be some lingering worries about the ﬁnitude of Recombination, however. What about concepts of things that are necessarily larger or smaller than the bounds set for Recombination? Suppose that the universe has no smallest unit of distance, and suppose I have a concept VERYCLOSE that applies to two objects when the objects are separated by no more than half the chosen value of mini-D. In that case, Recombination will not contain any objects instantiating the veryclose relation, and so it will be impossible to compare the similarity of my



8



9



I characterize the worlds in terms of relative distances between units rather than absolute positions in space-time for two reasons: ﬁrst, because I am not convinced that the notion of absolute position in space-time makes any sense; second, to avoid double-counting overlap in concept extension. (If your RIPE and my RIPE* agree on a banana with a given set of intrinsic and extrinsic properties and relations, that seems a relevant fact to determining concept similarity. If our concepts also agree on a banana of just the same sort in just the same circumstances, only in a world translated by one meter in absolute space relative to the actual world, that does not seem a relevant further fact when determining concept similarity.) Technically this value is not well deﬁned, since Recombination is not a world but a set of worlds. The formula given should be taken to abbreviate the following, more cumbersome formula: (∑1-i for each world wi in Recombination of Cardinality(C Ç C*)wi) / (∑1-i for each world wi in Recombination of Cardinality(C È C*)wi).
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concept VERYCLOSE to any of your concepts with any accuracy. Likewise, I might have a concept BIGONE, which would apply to any object with more than double the total mass/energy of the actual universe. Recombination does not include any such objects. To solve such problems, we can begin to think in terms of limits. Recombination is a set of worlds in which mini-ME, mini-D, mini-T, maxi-D, and maxi-T are all well deﬁned ﬁnite values. We can enlarge Recombination, while keeping it ﬁnite, by shrinking the values of mini-ME, mini-D, and mini-T, and by enlarging the values of maxi-ME, maxi-D and maxi-T, but every such enlargement of Recombination will still, inevitably, lack exemplars (or sufﬁciently varied exemplars) of certain possible concepts. So, for any two concepts C and C*, let their similarity be characterised, not as Cardinality(C Ç C*)/Cardinality(C È C*) within Recombination or any ﬁnite enlargement of recombination, but as the limit of Cardinality(C Ç C*)/Cardinality(C È C*) in the non-ﬁnite extension of Recombination as the values for mini-ME, mini-D, and mini-T go to zero, and as the values for maxi-ME, maxi-D, and maxi-T go to inﬁnity (assuming that there are no ﬁnite limits for these values).10 Limit [Cardinality(C Ç C*)Recombination/Cardinality(C È C*)Recombination] mini-ME ® 0 maxi-ME ® ⬁ mini-D ® 0 mini-T ® 0 maxi-D ® ⬁ maxi-T ® ⬁ Call the value of this limit for two concepts Proportion. Proportion measures concept similarity precisely. What is more, it measures concept similarity in exactly the way it should be measured for present purposes. If we agree on all actual and possible instances of ripeness, then Proportion for our concepts RIPE and RIPE* will be 1; if we disagree on what, intuitively, we would think of as a handful of cases, Proportion for our concepts will be a little less: 0.98, perhaps, indicating that our concepts are similar enough for, as we say, most practical purposes. If your concept RIPE* is radically different in content from mine, though, and applies only to electrical appliances that are turned on (say), then Proportion for our concepts will be 0, indicating that we are thinking about quite different things, just as we would expect. Because of the way in which it is built from Recombination, in which similarity is calculated for a ﬁnite number of cases, we can be sure that Proportion will always have a well deﬁned value (though more on this below): it thus avoids 10



Strictly speaking, we need to show that the limit will be the same regardless of in what order it is taken, but this should be obvious in the given case. If not, then imagine taking the limit as a distinct value, D, goes to zero, where D is deﬁned as the sum of mini-ME, mini-D, mini-T, 1/maxi-ME, 1/maxi-D, and 1/maxi-T. Results will be the same either way. © 2007 The Author Journal compilation © 2007 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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the problems with inﬁnity that threatened the generalization of the Simple Similarity Measure. Because Proportion ignores the way in which objects are conceptualized, and considers only the way in which concepts are (ideally) applied, it avoids the problems that befall Churchland’s account. It is compatible with Fodorian, Churchlandian, and many other theories of what determines semantic content. In short, it does exactly what a theory of concept similarity needs to do.



4. Objections, Part 1 There are a number of worries that might be raised about Proportion as a measure of concept similarity. This section will look at the most obvious technical objections, while the next will look at whether Proportion answers the programmatic objections Fodor and Lepore (1999) might raise to it, including those they raise to Chuchland’s (1998) theory of concept similarity.



4.1 What About Hesperus and Phosphorus? One sort of case in which it might seem that Proportion returns the wrong result is that in which there are concepts of the same thing playing dramatically different functional roles, either in different individuals or within the same individual. In an ancient Greek astronomer, for instance, the concepts HESPERUS and PHOSPHORUS11 might have the same modal extensions, and so a Proportion of 1, and yet it might also be true that the Greek astronomer would deny (Greek versions of) sentences such as ‘Hesperus is Phosphorus’. It might seem that a measure of concept similarity should judge HESPERUS and PHOSPHORUS to be quite dissimilar concepts, since such confusion is possible. This sort of objection forgets the purpose of measuring concept similarity. Concept similarity eliminates a barrier to understanding, agreement, and disagreement by making it possible to think (much) the same thoughts. But concept similarity does not eliminate every barrier to understanding. There are also barriers to understanding that stem from the lack of a shared language, from conversational implicature, and so on. Consider the two-person case: two astronomers, one with an evening-associated concept HESPERUS, the other with a morning-associated concept PHOSPHORUS*, are speaking to each other. Each uses the name ‘Venus’ to express her concept. The ﬁrst says, ‘Venus is seen only in the evening’. The second counters, ‘No, Venus is seen only in the morning’. Their disagreement is genuine, and of course both are wrong. Initial investigation might make the disagreement appear merely verbal, but sufﬁcient astronomical research would



11



Difference in spelling is here meant to indicate difference in the functional role of the concept, corresponding to different inferences the astronomer is inclined to make, different assertions to which the astronomer is disposed, and so on.
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show that it is not: the astronomers were talking about the same object after all, and both were making false assertions of it. Since these false assertions were mutually inconsistent, the astronomers were disagreeing. It can be granted that there are purposes for which the astronomer’s concepts are to be counted distinct concepts, but these purposes are related to a full analysis of what it is to understand another person, and so on. They are not related to determining whether or not the astronomers can think about the same things, and so are not related to the uses for which the present theory of concept similarity is being developed. Likewise with the Greek astronomer who holds both concepts in one head, and thinks a thought that can be represented as HESPERUS IS DISTINCT FROM PHOSPHORUS. The concepts must be commensurable if we are to say what is true, namely, that the thought is necessarily false.



4.2 What About Complex Concepts? Proportion was defended as a theory of concept similarity entirely by use of simple examples. Naturally, objections will come to mind when the reader considers less simple examples, and an obvious one is that of complex concepts. Suppose that your concept MANGO* is not completely coextensive with my concept MANGO, and likewise for your RIPE* and my RIPE. How, then, are we to compare the similarity of our complex concepts RIPE* MANGO* and RIPE MANGO? So long as the value of Proportion is very high (say, over 0.99) for both simple concepts, it will hardly matter what we say so long as we conclude that our complex concepts are also sufﬁciently similar for mutual comprehension, agreement, disagreement, and so on. But borderline cases will be much more difﬁcult. Suppose that we have some deep but hidden disagreements about what counts as a mango, since for you MANGO* is a natural-kind concept but for me MANGO is an appearance concept: our modal extensions differ radically at points, though in the actual world they agree. Suppose that we are much closer on ripeness, both treating it as an appearance property. And suppose we are having a dispute about ripe mangoes. How should the differences in simple concept similarity be extended to measure the similarity of the complex concept? In this case, whether or not we really disagree, as opposed to have a mere ‘verbal confusion’, seems to depend not just on the complex concept being deployed but on the context of deployment. If our discussion is principally about crossbreeding techniques for mango plants, but we happen to be focussing mainly on ripe mangoes in conversation, then we might want to lean toward worrying that our ‘disagreement’ is, in the ﬁrst place, a misunderstanding. On the other hand, if our discussion is principally about ripeness of fruit, and mangoes just happen to be our exemplar, then our disagreement seems more likely to be genuine. Such examples can be generated for any complex concept, and so context will often inﬂuence whether or not two complex concepts are similar for present purposes. The appropriate response to this problem is suggested by the analysis just given: the defender of Proportion should hold that it is only appropriate to use it when © 2007 The Author Journal compilation © 2007 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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comparing the similarity of two simple concepts. When comparing complex concepts, there is nothing context-invariant to say about their similarity in the present sense, except to point out the context-invariant similarity in the simple concepts contained within the complex ones. Someone wishing to incorporate context could do so, at least in certain cases, by formalising how the context delimits the relevant possibilities within Recombination. In the ﬁrst example above, when we principally have the fruit itself in mind, instances in which we diverge on ripeness are nearly irrelevant: modifying Proportion for context should give us a value very similar to the value of Proportion for MANGO and MANGO* alone. In the second example, when we principally have ripeness in mind, modifying Proportion for context should give us a result much more like the value of RIPE and RIPE* alone. To do this formally would be a daunting challenge, perhaps, but that is because context-sensitive understanding is itself a complex and imprecise matter, not because there is something wrong with measuring agreement and disagreement by overlap in modal extension. This response takes for granted that there is a psychologically meaningful distinction between simple and complex concepts. Is this assumption a safe one? And even if it is, why think we know which of our concepts are likely to be simple?12 I am inclined to agree with Fodor that the distinction between simple and complex concepts is important if one is to explain the systematicity and productivity of thought (e.g. Fodor, 1998). So I will do nothing further to argue for the distinction here. But what about the possibility that we have poor insight into which of our concepts are complex? Perhaps, against the expectations of philosophers like Fodor, MANGO will turn out to be a complex concept involving concepts such as FRUIT and TROPICAL as parts. I think the best strategy for a defender of Proportion is to be resolutely empirical on the subject. If our best psychological investigations suggest that MANGO is a complex concept, then Proportion should, in the ﬁrst instance, measure only the similarity of other concepts such as FRUIT. Overlap between a MANGO and a MANGO* can then be treated as a weighted sum of the overlaps in all of the basic concepts, with the weighting determined by something like context.



4.3 What About Concepts of Number? Compare a person whose concept NUMBER includes all and only the natural numbers to a person whose concept NUMBER* includes all and only the reals. These two people will have a Proportion value of 0, since there will be real-many more things in the extension of NUMBER È NUMBER* (namely, all the nonnatural reals) than in NUMBER Ç NUMBER*. Yet this seems like the wrong result. Going from one concept of number to another should not give rise to incommensurability: people with these concepts can still understand one another
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Thanks to an anonymous referee for drawing these concerns to my attention.
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perfectly well, it seems, when talking about how many bananas are left in the refrigerator. Genuine talking past one another will only occur when subjects such as the length of the diagonal of an isosceles right triangle with equal arms of unit length are raised. In such a context, if one person says ‘there is a number expressing the length of the diagonal’ and the other answers ‘no’, there is merely apparent disagreement, not actual. But when it comes to simple counting and measuring, at least, agreement seems eminently possible. Several responses are available. First, it might be said that anyone with the capacity to grasp the inﬁnity of counting has already got a simple concept, NUMBER**, that includes the real numbers, and that person is merely making a mistake when he denies that there is a number that expresses the length of the diagonal in an isosceles right triangle with equal arms of unit length. This claim probably requires certain substantive commitments in the theory of mental representation, however. Why should it be impossible to have a simple concept of the natural numbers alone? The only reason that occurs to me is that the real numbers as a whole form a distinguished kind, and so any primitive concept of number will lock onto the real numbers.13 But this sort of argument requires that some ‘locking’ theory of mental representation be correct, requires that numbers be the sort of thing onto which one can ‘lock’, and requires that there is an ontologically privileged group of numbers. Such commitments should be avoided if possible by a theory of concept similarity. Second, it might be said that the concepts NUMBER and NUMBER* are not similar at all, but that there are other concepts shared by the two individuals that explain why they seem able to talk about the same things, agree, and disagree. For instance, the concepts SINGLETON, PAIR, and TRIO in one individual might have exactly the same modal extensions as concepts the other individual has, and these concepts—not the concepts NUMBER and NUMBER*, might explain why it is that when one person asks for two bananas the other person understands and can comply or refuse. This response betters the previous, in that it is far from implausible that human beings generally have various, redundant number concepts. Consider: it would seem a stretch to credit children with having a concept that includes the reals, but young children know the difference between getting one cookie and getting two. There is no reason to think that this simple ability to conceive of sameness in number, at least for small numbers, is lost as we get older. But if it isn’t lost, then the concepts giving rise to it co-exist along with our more sophisticated concepts of number, which is just what this second response to the problem requires. Notice that, if this response is correct, it is still true that NUMBER and NUMBER* must be counted as not at all similar in content, and this might still strike one as mistaken. Yet insofar as RELATIVE and AUNT are not concepts of
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the same thing—not even ‘pretty much’ the same thing, but only concepts of overlapping things—it should also be held that NUMBER and NUMBER* are distinct concepts. Third, it might be said that concepts of number as such are all deeply theoretical, and are really built by deﬁnition out of basic parts. It might be said that the concept of the natural numbers can only exist when one has something like the Peano axioms in mind deﬁning them, and a concept of the real numbers can only exist when one has something like Dedekind cuts in mind.14 In this case, no one can have a basic concept NUMBER or NUMBER*, and so the problem of comparing concept similarity with Proportion does not arise. Furthermore, the basic concepts that individuals thinking only of the natural numbers have (e.g. SUCCESSOR), by means of which they deﬁne the natural numbers, can be expected to be shared, or substantially shared, with those basic concepts possessed by individuals thinking only of the reals, and vice versa. So it will also be true that people thinking only of the naturals and people thinking only of the reals could soon come to grasp what each other meant, which also seems true. Between the three responses, Proportion can give a good response to anyone concerned about what it has to say about concepts of number. Similar results can, I think, be extended to other cases of concepts regarding things that are inﬁnite.



4.4 What About Vagueness? Proportion is, in principle, a limitlessly precise measure of concept similarity. It will seem to many that this is too much precision. There might be good sense in saying that your concept of ripeness is 95% similar to mine, but not 95.5565% similar, one might think. Likewise, Proportion relies on there being a fact of the matter about the precise number of objects that fall under a concept in any given situation, but one only needs to imagine a stadium crowded with 100,000 men, the ﬁrst with one hair, the second with two hairs, and so on, to see how problematic it is to rely on such facts. I have left considerations of vagueness out of Proportion because I think that the basic idea of Proportion is indifferent to whatever the correct theory of vagueness might be. If there is no vagueness, only uncertainty, then Proportion is well deﬁned as it is. If some supervaluational account of vagueness is correct, then Proportion will give a precise answer to the question of whether or not a certain similarity value is super-true of two concepts. If vagueness is in the world, then Proportion will have a vague value, not a precise one. And so on. Hence there is no need to take account of vagueness in a theory of concept similarity as such.
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If this is implausibly stringent, it might be held that one can grasp very similar concepts to concepts of the natural or real numbers by roughly approximating these accurate deﬁnitions with inaccurate but approximately correct deﬁnitions, or by deferring to experts who have accurate or approximately accurate deﬁnitions.
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4.5 Will the Limit Value Called for by Proportion Always be WellDeﬁned? There are two reasons one might be worried that the limit called for by Proportion will not always be well deﬁned, but both worries can be addressed. First, one might think that there will fail to be a convergence in certain cases. Perhaps my concept RIPE and your concept RIPE* will have a similarity that is proportional to the sine of maxi-ME. Since sine functions do not approach limits as their inputs get larger, but merely cycle through a series of values, there will be no limit for our concept similarity as maxi-ME goes to inﬁnity. In response, it seems sensible to point out that this sort of case is not psychologically realistic.15 The question, then, is how seriously to take the possibility of simple concepts C and C* such that limits are not well deﬁned for them. I am inclined not to take them seriously at all. They are sufﬁciently beyond the usual understanding of concepts and similarity of concepts that there is no reason to expect a theory of concept similarity to handle them neatly. Maybe nothing could be said except to put upper and lower bounds on how similar one could reasonably say the two concepts were. The other reason to worry that Proportion will not always be well deﬁned is that sometimes it may require dividing by zero: in those cases in which the modal extensions of both concepts are empty. This is a more serious concern, since it is clear that some concepts have empty modal extensions: DISPROOF OF GÖDEL’S THEOREM, for instance. Of course, that particular concept is also a complex concept, and we have already seen that Proportion needs to be a theory of simple concept similarity, not complex. But it is reasonable to worry that other concepts might be simple while having empty modal extensions. Consider PHLOGISTON. Perhaps phlogiston is not only non-actual, but in fact impossible in any consistent universe, given that it is supposedly the unique explanation for the phenomenon of heat, while heat itself has a scientiﬁcally discovered essence which does not involve phlogiston. What resources might a defender of Proportion have for explaining how two scientists might have similar concepts, PHLOGISTON and PHLOGISTON*? Consider how the scientists might be said to have these concepts at all. Within Fodor’s informational atomism, for instance, things not instantiated in any possible world cannot be thought about with simple concepts, since simple concepts get their contents from their counterfactual causal dependencies on things.16 The concept PHLOGISTON must thus be built by deﬁnition from simpler concepts. If Fodor is right about this, then there is no need for a defender of Proportion to
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Notice that the example doesn’t merely require that the modal extension of one’s concept vary with the sine of some value, but that Proportion for two concepts varies as the sine of that value. Those with sufﬁcient mathematical talent can gerrymander together such concepts, no doubt, but I don’t imagine any two actual concepts ﬁt the bill. Except for certain concepts, such as concepts of the logical constants. © 2007 The Author Journal compilation © 2007 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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worry, for Proportion only measures similarity of simple concepts. A number of theories of mental content are committed to agreement with Fodor at this point,17 though not all. Of those not agreeing, many will be holistic in their ﬁxation of content. PHLOGISTON gets its content from its place in surrounding inferences, or in the total network of concepts. In these cases, it might be reasonable to once again treat PHLOGISTON as a complex concept, involving whichever concepts are required to give PHLOGISTON its content. This again would solve the problem for Proportion: it would be up to the context to settle how the concepts contributing to PHLOGISTON and PHLOGISTON* were to be weighted in a weighted, multi-factor extension of the Proportion calculation. Either way, then, it seems that Proportion can, once context is appropriately taken into account, specify a value for concept similarity. A defender of Proportion will need to use the same sort of trick to handle the similarity of concepts of things that are possible, but not physically possible: the concept of a philosophical zombie (functionally identical to a conscious being, but lacking phenomenal consciousness) might be an example (see, e.g. Chalmers, 1996). After all, no extension of Recombination will include what is physically impossible any more than it will include what is logically impossible. The strategy should serve equally well in these cases.



5. Objections, Part 2 In their response to Chuchland (1998), Fodor and Lepore (1999) raise a number of objections to Churchland’s proposal that might apply to the present one; they also raise a direct objection to an account of concept similarity based on extension. This section addresses these objections. First, the objection to measuring concept similarity by overlap in extension. Fodor and Lepore write: … we cannot imagine how a similarity-based notion of extension would go. The problem is that the similarity of two extensions would presumably have to be grounded not in their degree of overlap, but in the similarity of individuals that belong to their extensions, and who knows how this notion is to be explicated? Thus, for example, the extension of ‘male college senior’ is, presumably, ‘more similar’ to the extension of ‘female college senior’ than it is to the extension of ‘rock’ or of ‘prime number’. But none of these sets overlap at all (Fodor and Lepore, 1999, n. 7; italics in original). A defender of Proportion should answer that, for purposes of enabling agreement, disagreement, or thinking about the same things, the concepts FEMALE COLLEGE
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SENIOR and MALE COLLEGE SENIOR are completely different concepts, and no more similar for these purposes than either is to ROCK. If I use the phrase ‘male college senior’ to mean female college seniors, then your deployment of your concept MALE COLLEGE SENIOR in response to my words will not allow you to understand me, even approximately: I mean something entirely different from what I seem to mean, and my choice of words will cause us to talk past one another, neither agreeing nor disagreeing with each other’s claims. Of course, there is something more intuitively similar about the two concepts of college students than there is about either and ROCK, but this sort of intuitive similarity is irrelevant for the purposes for which a notion of concept similarity is being developed. This is a point that I have emphasized more than once in this paper, but it cannot be emphasized too often: not every respect in which concepts can be similar is one that is relevant to explaining how people with (strictly speaking) semantically different concepts can nonetheless understand one another, agree, and disagree, and the sort of similarity Fodor and Lepore are addressing here is one such irrelevant sort. Second, the objections to Churchland (1998). These are of two sorts. One family of objections to Churchland is particular to the neural network semantic theory he defends, and so is not relevant to the present discussion, which is neutral on how concepts get associated with contents. The other family of objections stems from a large, programmatic worry that ‘even if a notion of content similarity were on offer, it would arguably be of no use for doing the kinds of things that a theory of meaning ought to do’ (Fodor and Lepore, 1999, pp. 381-2). They have in mind four things a theory of meaning ought to explain, but that a theory of meaning founded on concept similarity cannot: satisfaction conditions, compositionality, translation, and intentional action and belief revision. This objection deserves some answer. Fortunately for the advocate of Proportion, Fodor and Lepore’s objections are readily addressed. Their objections stem from the worry that an advocate of concept similarity will hold that similarity will infect satisfaction conditions, compositionality, and so on. But this worry need not touch the present theory of content similarity: the advocate of Proportion is free to hold that it is content itself, not content similarity, that determines satisfaction conditions, that is compositional, that gets translated when translation is successful, and that contributes to explaining intentional action and belief revision. Consider a particular objection raised by Fodor and Lepore: that based on satisfaction conditions. They hold (1999, pp. 384-6) that while the satisfaction conditions of ‘Nixon is dead’ are straightforward under the usual theories of content, they are far from clear (and probably quite wrong) under a theory of content that allows for similarity of content to replace identity of content. The latter sort of theory ‘[assigns] to the expression ‘is dead’ not the property of being dead, but a range of properties all of which are similar to being dead, and [assigns] to ‘Nixon’ a range of individuals all of whom are similar to Nixon’. From here, of course, it is easily shown that the truth conditions of ‘Nixon is dead’ are not correctly © 2007 The Author Journal compilation © 2007 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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determined by the theory allowing for content similarity. After all, ‘we suppose that being comatose on one’s death bed is pretty similar to being dead; but it is not the case that, if Nixon is comatose on his death bed at t, then Nixon is dead at t.’ The best answer available to the defender of Proportion would seem to be that truth should be determined in the usual way, even once a notion of content similarity exists: the thought that X IS F is true just in case the object referred to by concept X has the property denoted by concept F. It can be added that a person thinking X* IS F* can have a thought with basically the same content as the ﬁrst thought, basically agree with it, or basically disagree with it, just in case the objects in the extensions of X and X* in various possible worlds are almost always the same, and just in case the objects bearing the properties denoted by F and F* are almost always the same, but this is to add nothing fundamental to the notion of truth or satisfaction. Rather, it is to add new notions of ‘approximate truth’ or ‘close enough to satisfaction for government work’, notions which are useful for identifying when individuals effectively agree, disagree, and so on, but which are not fundamental to semantics. Similar responses apply to Fodor and Lepore’s objections from compositionality and translation. It is perhaps true that their proposed similarity-based principle of compositionality—If m is similar to a part of the meaning of ‘a’ and ‘a’ is a constituent of ‘b’, then m is similar to part of the meaning of ‘b’ (1999, p. 387)—is the disaster they claim it is, but the defender of Proportion has no particular reason to advocate the principle: standard compositionality will serve her purposes perfectly well. All she need add is that if one person can basically grasp the contents of another’s atomic concepts, that person can also basically grasp the contents of another’s complex concepts, though the weighting of the relative importance of the various concepts may play a role in preventing meaningful sharing of content. And since the objection Fodor and Lepore raise about translation builds on their remarks about compositionality, it is no further worry for the defender of Proportion. The ﬁnal objection to be considered is the one Fodor and Lepore raise against theories of content similarity by appealing to intentional explanation. Standard schemas for intentional action and action-explanation, such as the practical syllogism, make use of variables (P, Q, etc.) ranging over contents. Fodor and Lepore write that such schemas are only sound if the formulas that substitute for P are identical or synonymous throughout. (It is plausible that weaker relations like, for example, logical equivalence are insufﬁcient even when they preserve the extensions or the relata.) Our point is that [the practical syllogism] is patently unsound if substitutions for the schematic variables preserve only similarity of meaning (1999, p. 388). The problem seems to be this: reasoning normally follows logically precise forms, such as the practical syllogism, and law-based psychological explanation relies on this. If my desire is representable as I DRINK A GLASS OF WATER and my © 2007 The Author Journal compilation © 2007 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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belief about necessary means is representable as IF I DRINK A GLASS OF WATER THEN I GO TO THE KITCHEN, then if I am rational I will be inclined to form an intention representable as I GO TO THE KITCHEN (all else being equal), because rational people intend what is necessary to satisfying their wants.18 And you will likewise explain my behaviour successfully if you appeal to these attitudes and their formal relations. However, If my desire is I DRINK A GLASS OF WATER and my belief is IF I DRINK A GLASS OF WATER* THEN I GO TO THE KITCHEN (where WATER* is a concept merely similar to my concept WATER), then nothing follows about whether or not I will, if rational, intend I GO TO THE KITCHEN; nor will you be able to use these two facts to give an adequate explanation of my behaviour if I should happen to be moved by my desire and belief to go to the kitchen. (If I wanted water, why on earth would I go to the kitchen to get something merely like water?) In short, rational behaviour and its explanation become impossible if merely similar concepts are treated as interchangeable. (Similar things can be said about epistemic rationality as well, of course.) Once again, the problem is easily addressed by the defender of Proportion: nothing about Proportion encourages one to frame one’s psychological laws or explanations in terms of merely similar contents borne by merely similar concepts. As with satisfaction conditions, compositionality, and translation, psychological laws and explanations are best treated in the conventional way by the proponent of Proportion. Psychological laws that mention a content P (borne by an attitude that P) twice should be treated as mentioning the same content, and not merely similar contents. Likewise, attempts to psychologically explain behaviour that mentions a content P (borne by an attitude that P) twice should be treated as mentioning the same content, and not merely similar contents. What about the parenthetical suggestion that the role of content in intentional explanation is undermined if only logical equivalence or extension is preserved by the concepts mentioned in the explanation? This is a very different point, and has nothing to do with content similarity as such. Even if one thinks there is no workable notion of content similarity, there will still be cases in which one has two concepts with the same extensions, but in which intuitively there will be something problematic about psychological explanations that treat the concepts as interchangeable. If I desire using my concept HESPERUS to see a certain heavenly body, and believe using my concept PHOSPHORUS that that heavenly body is now visible, I will still not be inclined to look at it unless I believe that Hesperus is Phosphorus, as Fodor and Lepore might have said. This is a familiar point. But the defender of Proportion can refer back to the discussion of such concepts in the previous section to address this point. Psychological laws and psychological explanations, as Fodor and Lepore understand them, rely not just on commensurable
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concepts but on more: on commensurable concepts that play the same functional role, have the same sense, or in some other way have extra features beyond commensurability. And while this is perhaps true, it is no reason to reject Proportion as a measure of the sort of concept similarity that sufﬁces for commensurability.



6. Conclusion The data of everyday systematic disagreement about borderline cases strongly suggest that some notion of concept similarity is needed. Fortunately, a rigorous notion of concept similarity exists. This notion, expressed by Proportion, concentrates on the sort of concept similarity that matters: the sort that explains how it is that people deploying concepts with different contents can understand one another, agree, and disagree. This sort of concept similarity is determined by measuring the overlap in the modal extensions of concepts: determined, in effect, by measuring the extent to which to people are ‘thinking of the same things’. Since concept similarity was needed to show that it is indeed possible to think of (basically) the same things even when two concepts are not identical in content, it should not be a surprise that overlap in modal extension has led to a successful measure of concept similarity. Department of Philosophy Ohio State University
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